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Estate Planning with Conservation 
Easements
Kimberly E. Civins, Esq., and Tiffany N. McKenzie, Esq.

Gift and Estate Tax Valuation Insights

There are many attractive tax incentives available to property owners who create and 
donate a conservation easement. Property that is burdened by a conservation easement can 

also help with the property owner’s estate planning.

introduction
Gifts of a conservation easement to a qualified orga-
nization (usually a charity) have long been used to 
obtain favorable federal income tax deductions. In 
addition, easement-burdened property can also be 
used as an effective tool in the property owner’s 
estate planning.

what is a consErVation 
EasEMEnt?

A conservation easement is an encumbrance on 
land created between a landowner (the easement 
“donor”) and a government agency or a qualified 
land protection organization (often called a “land 
trust”). Through the creation of a conservation 
easement, a donor limits certain types of property 
uses, prevents development, or protects a property’s 
ecological or open-space value, all while retaining 
private ownership of the land.

Easements can also be given to protect property 
with particularly unique features or structures of 
historical interest. Because conservation easements 
restrict land use, they are considered negative ease-
ments,1 as opposed to easements which enable cer-
tain land use. These use restrictions are binding on 
all future owners of the property.

Therefore, the government agency or the land 
trust accepts the property easement with the under-
standing that it must enforce the terms of the ease-
ment in perpetuity.

why do indiViduals Grant 
consErVation EasEMEnts?

The primary purpose of a conservation easement is 
to protect property from unwanted development or 
use while still maintaining private ownership. Lands 
for which conservation easements may be desirable 
include agricultural land, timber resources, wildlife 
habitats, or areas with other valuable resources 
such as clean water, clean air, or open space.

Because the donor is effectively contributing to 
the public good by preserving the value of the land, 
the donor may receive significant state and federal tax 
advantages for the grant of a conservation easement.

what is thE FEdEral incoME 
tax adVantaGE oF GrantinG a 
consErVation EasEMEnt?

Donors who give a “qualifying” conservation ease-
ment to a “qualified” land protection organization 
may be eligible for a federal income tax deduction 
equal to the value of their donation.2

The value of the donation is usually the differ-
ence between the fair market value of the property 
before and after the grant of the easement. The 
value of the donation should be determined by a 
qualified appraiser.

The property owner should select a highly quali-
fied appraiser to carefully analyze the subject real 
property easement.
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what Factors do aPPraisErs 
considEr?

The fair market value of real property is to be deter-
mined consistent with reference to the property’s 
highest and best use. 

Highest and best is defined as:

The reasonably probable and legal use of 
vacant land or an improved property that 
is physically possible, appropriately sup-
ported, and financially feasible and that 
results in the highest value.3

Appraisers will consider the three generally 
accepted approaches to properly value: the income 
approach, the market approach, and the cost 
approach.

An income approach valuation method called the 
subdivision development method may be appropri-
ate. Under the subdivision development method, a 
specific type of development should be demonstrat-
ed to be the highest and best use of the property.

The development should be fairly imminent, 
the costs of development should be identified accu-
rately, and the absorption rates should be supported 
by market evidence.

In many open space or wildlife habitat easement 
appraisals, most of the property value before and 
after the easement derives from the “vacant” land 
itself (and not necessarily from additional develop-
ment potential, etc.).

In many easement appraisals, this will be the 
principal valuation question to be solved. In these 
cases, a market approach valuation method called 
the sales comparison method is the one most likely 
to be used.

The appraiser’s use of “paired sales compara-
bles” for nearby property is helpful in bolstering the 
appraisal. Paired sales comparables are the identifi-
cation of previous sales of easement-burdened prop-
erty in the general area of the easement at issue.

Those comparables are then paired with recent 
sales of similar nonburdened property in the imme-
diate vicinity so that a percentage reduction can 
be ascertained for each portion of the pair that is 
burdened by the easement. Those percentage reduc-
tions of the easement-burdened properties are then 
used to help determine a fair market value for the 
easement-burdened property at issue, keeping in 
mind the particular provisions in the easement.

In addition, if the donor is not placing the ease-
ment on the entire parcel, the appraiser should 
value the entire parcel before and after the ease-
ment so as to capture any potential enhancement in 

value (by virtue of being adjacent to the easement) 
to the surrounding, nonburdened property retained 
by the donor.

Unless the property was recently acquired in an 
arm’s-length transaction, the cost approach is prob-
ably not the best approach to apply.

what arE thE rEquirEMEnts 
to bE EliGiblE For a FEdEral 
incoME tax dEduction?

The Internal Revenue Code requires that the contri-
bution of a conservation easement meet the defini-
tion of a “qualified conservation contribution” to be 
eligible for a federal income tax deduction.4

The following four requirements must be met 
for the conservation easement contribution to be a 
“qualified conservation contribution:”

1. The contribution must be a “qualified real 
property interest.”

2. The contribution must be made to a “quali-
fied organization.”

3. The contribution must be exclusively for 
“conservation purposes.”

4. The conservation purposes of the gift must 
be protected in perpetuity.5

Each of these four statutory requirements is 
explained below.

A Contribution of a Qualified Real 
Property Interest

A contribution of a “qualified real property inter-
est” means any of the following interests in real 
property: 
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1. The donor’s entire interest in property 
other than a qualified mineral interest

2.  A remainder interest

3.  A perpetual conservation restriction (the 
easements discussed here)6

The Easement Must Be Conveyed to a 
Qualified Organization

A qualified organization is one of the following:

1. A governmental unit

2. A public charity described in Section 501(c)
(3) that meets the public support test of 
Section 170(b)(1)(A)(vi) or Section 509(a)
(2)

3. A Section 501(c)(3) organization that is 
classified as a supporting organization 
under Section 509(a)(3) and that is oper-
ated, supervised, or controlled by one of 
the organizations described above in para-
graphs (i) and (ii)7

The Easement Must Advance a 
Qualified Conservation Purpose

The four qualifying “conservation purposes” are 
listed below:

1. The preservation of land areas for outdoor 
recreation by, or the education of, the gen-
eral public

2. The protection of a relatively natural habi-
tat of fish, wildlife, or plants, or similar 
ecosystem

3. The preservation of open space (includ-
ing farmland or forestland) where such 
preservation is for the scenic enjoyment of 
the general public or pursuant to a clearly 

delineated federal, state, or local govern-
mental  conservation policy, and will yield 
a significant public benefit

4. The preservation of a historically important 
land area or a certified historic structure8

Qualified conservation contributions can, of 
course, satisfy more than one of these purposes.9

If possible, more than one purpose should be 
articulated to bolster the strength of the easement 
in case one of the conservation purposes is chal-
lenged.10

The Easement Must Be Protected in 
Perpetuity

A deductible conservation easement must be made 
in perpetuity, permanently restricting the use of the 
property.11

This means that the deed of conservation ease-
ment must state that the restriction (1) remains on 
the property forever and (2) is binding on current 
and future owners of the property.

A deed of conservation easement that does not 
include these requirements is not in perpetuity; 
therefore, such an easement is not deductible as a 
charitable contribution.12

what arE thE liMitations 
to thE FEdEral incoME tax 
dEduction?

There are limits to the amount that a donor may 
deduct. Generally, these limits are tied to a percent-
age of the donor’s “contribution base.”13

The “contribution base” is the donor’s adjusted 
gross income computed without regard to any net 
operating loss carryback during the year of the con-
tribution.14 For tax years 2006-2011, donors could 
deduct a qualified conservation easement contribu-
tion up to 50 percent of their contribution base 
and could carry over any unused deduction for 15 
additional years.15

This deduction treatment is more favorable than 
other tax years, and resulted from legislation signed 
by President Bush in 2006, extended for two years 
in 2008 by the Farm Bill, and then extended for 
another two years in 2010 under legislation signed 
by President Obama.

The provision has since expired, and currently, 
in 2012, the Internal Revenue Code limits a donor’s 
deductions to 30 percent or 50 percent of their 
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adjusted gross income. The remaining amount can 
be carried forward for up to five additional years. 

The applicable percentage limitation depends 
on the type of organization to which the donor 
contributed the easement and the type of property 
contributed.

Fifty Percent Limitation
General limitations for charitable deductions limit 
a donor’s deduction to 50 percent of the donor’s 
contribution base for the tax year for aggregate 
contributions made to governmental units, public 
charities, private operating foundations, and certain 
private nonoperating foundations (“50 percent orga-
nizations”).16

Individual taxpayers may carry over unused 
charitable deductions for up to five additional 
years.17

Qualified organizations accepting conservation 
easements are generally 50 percent organizations. 

However, a 30 percent limitation applies to contri-
butions of long-term capital gain property donated 
to a 50 percent organization.18

A conservation easement is considered long-
term capital gain property if the underlying property 
is a capital asset held for more than one year.19 

Accordingly, the 30 percent limitation would 
generally apply to most easements where the hold-
ing period of the property is greater than one year.

Thirty Percent Limitation
The Internal Revenue Code further limits a donor’s 
deduction to 30 percent of the donor’s contribution 
base for the tax year for charitable contributions 
made to entities other than 50 percent organiza-
tions.20 A similar 20 percent limit applies for long-
term capital gain property donated to a 30 percent 
limitation organization.21

Individuals may carry over contributions in 
excess of the 30 percent limit for up to five addi-
tional years.22

Donations by Partnerships
The taxable income of a partnership or LLC general-
ly is computed in the same manner as an individual; 
however, the charitable deduction is not allowed to 
the partnership.23 Rather, each partner takes into 
account separately the partner’s distributive share 
of the partnership’s charitable contributions.24

A partner’s distributive share of charitable con-
tributions made by a partnership during a tax year 
of the partnership is allowed as a charitable deduc-

tion on the partner’s tax return. The aggregate of 
the partner’s share of partnership contributions and 
the partner’s own (directly made) contributions are 
subject to the various individual percentage limita-
tions.25

Donations by Corporations
In general, the maximum amount allowable as a 
charitable contribution deduction for any taxable 
year is 10 percent of the corporation’s taxable 
income for that year, computed with certain adjust-
ments.26

Special Rule for Farmers and 
Ranchers

An individual who is a qualified farmer or rancher may 
deduct up to 100 percent of the individual’s contribu-
tion base for a qualified conservation donation.27

What Is the State Income Tax 
Advantage of Granting a 
Conservation Easement?

Sixteen states—Arkansas, California, Colorado, 
Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Iowa, 
Massachusetts, Maryland, Mississippi, New Mexico, 
New York, North Carolina, South Carolina, and 
Virginia—have adopted conservation easement tax 
credits.28

A tax credit is a sum deducted from the total 
amount of tax an individual owes to the state. 
Although each state’s conservation tax credit pro-
gram has a variety of requirements and limitations, 
the tax credits increase the financial incentives for a 
landowner to place a conservation easement on his 
or her property.
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Some states even allow 
a “double-dip” and do not 
require the add-back of the 
credit amount to the income, 
meaning that the charitable 
deduction can be taken in 
addition to the state tax cred-
it. Finally, some states allow 
taxpayers to sell state conser-
vation credits.

can an EasEMEnt 
bE GiVEn oVEr 
dEbt-burdEnEd 
ProPErty?
An easement over debt-
encumbered property may 
also be given, provided the 
lender agrees to subordinate 
the mortgage to the easement. 

Also, the lender usually must be satisfied that loan-
to-value ratios will hold up considering the post-
easement value of the property.

how can EasEMEnt-burdEnEd 
ProPErty hElP with EstatE 
PlanninG?

Post-easement, the property is now encumbered 
with a negative easement, reducing its value when 
compared with comparable, nonencumbered prop-
erty. Such property can now be given during life 
or transferred at death at the reduced value, rather 
than at the pre-easement value.

Placing such property into an entity such as an 
LLC or partnership could also allow gifts and inheri-
tances with additional discounts for lack of market-
ability and lack of control, ultimately leading to an 
increased ability to leverage gifts either during life 
or at death.

An Illustrative Example
A middle-aged, high income couple has three adult 
children. The couple owns 3,000 rural acres, which 
are used mostly for recreational purposes, and the 
property contains a few structures, including two 
homes, some barns, and other ancillary buildings. 

The family uses the property personally, but also 
issues hunting licenses on the property. The prop-
erty has previously been used for timber, although 

it is not actively managed, and occasional thinning 
occurs.

There is a portion of the property with signifi-
cant hardwood forest and several streams cross the 
property. The family has strong personal feelings 
about the property and would like to keep it in 
the family and maintain it in its current condition 
indefinitely.

The couple previously placed the property into 
an LLC which they own equally. In 2011, the LLC 
donates a conservation easement on a portion of the 
property to a qualified land trust.

An appraiser values the subject property both 
(1) before the easement encumbrance and (2) 
immediately after the easement encumbrance:

 Value before easement:  $14 million

– Value after easement:  $10 million

= Value of the easement: $ 4 million

The $4 million value of the easement is the 
amount of the donors’ federal charitable deduction 
for the easement gift (passing through their LLC). 
This particular couple generally has about $3 mil-
lion per year in contribution base, of which they 
can offset $1.5 million (under the 2011 50 percent 
limitation) as deduction, leaving them $2.5 million 
deduction to carry forward.

If the donors’ income remains the same, the 
charitable deduction schedule is as follows:

   Tax Deduction
 Tax Contribution Deduction Carry
 Year Base Used Forward

2011 $3 million $1.5 million $2.5 million

2012 $3 million $1.5 million $1.0 million

2013 $3 million $1.0 million

If we assume the couple is in the top tax 
bracket of 35 percent, the $4 million contribution 
has saved them $1.4 million in federal income 
tax over three years (and they could have carried 
forward up to 5 years). In addition, they may also 
receive state income tax charitable deductions 
and credits. 

Granted, current tax law would not provide the 
same result for a 2012 gift of such an easement, but 
if the income of the couple remained the same, the 
result would be the same, only over a five-year span 
(and they would have had a total of six years to take 
the deduction).

This couple also would like to make gifts to 
their children of interests in the property by giving 
LLC interests, particularly to take advantage of the 

“Some states even 
allow a ‘double-
dip’ and do not 
require the add-
back of the credit 
amount to the 
income, meaning 
that the charitable 
deduction can be 
taken in addition 
to the state tax 
credit.”
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current gift tax exemption of $5.12 million, which is 
scheduled to be reduced to $1 million in 2013. 

The couple submits the appraisal of the ease-
ment-burdened property to a valuation expert who 
then applies lack of marketability and lack of con-
trol discounts to the LLC units, applying a total of a 
30 percent discount to each 1 percent of ownership. 

The couple then makes gifts of 33 percent inter-
ests in the LLC to each of their three children in 
2012, retaining the managerial interest. The value of 
each 33 percent gift is $2.31 million. The couple has 
effectively given almost the entire $10 million value 
of the property but, between them, only use about 
$7 million in exemption.

Almost all future appreciation of the property 
is now also shielded from the parents’ future estate 
tax. The $3 million in reduction based on LLC dis-
counts, when added to the $4 million in easement 
reduction value, amounts to $7 million fewer assets 
in their estate to be subject to estate tax.

At today’s 35 percent estate tax rate, this results 
in almost $2.5 million in potential estate tax reduc-
tion, not including appreciation.

At 2013’s potential 55 percent estate tax rate, 
this transaction results in almost $4 million in 
estate tax savings, not including appreciation. This, 
combined with a potential minimum of $1.4 million 
in income tax savings, can make a donation of a 
conservation easement particularly lucrative.

suMMary and conclusion
For a land-owning, high income client, conservation 
easements have long provided a path to income tax 
advantages. Coupled now with the expanded gift tax 
exemption, leveraging gifts of property can provide a 
means of further reducing gift and estate taxes. Such 
gifts allow appreciation to take place outside of the 
donor’s estate, all while maintaining a much-loved 
property in the hands of the family.
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